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Maximal Unimodular Systems of Vectors
VLADIMIR DANILOV AND VIATCHESLAV GRISHUKHIN
A subsetR of a vector space V (or Rn ) is called unimodular (or U -system) if every vector r 2 R
has an integral representation in every basis B  R. A U -systemR is called maximal if one cannot
add a non-zero vector not colinear to vectors ofR such that the new system is unimodular and spans
RR. In this work, we refine assertions of Seymour [7] and give a description of maximal U -systems.
We show that a maximal U -system can be obtained as amalgams (as 1- and 2-sums) of simplest
maximal U -systems called components. A component is a maximal U -system having no 1- and 2-de-
compositions. It is shown that there are three types of components: the root systems An , which are
graphic, cographic systems related to non-planar 3-connected cubic graphs without separating cuts of
cardinality 3, and a special system E5 representing the matroid R10 from [7] which is neither graphic
nor cographic. We give conditions that are necessary and sufficient for maximality of an amalgamated
U -system. We give a complete description of all 11 maximal U -systems of dimension 6.
c© 1999 Academic Press
1. INTRODUCTION
Compositions, decompositions and reductions are main tools of mathematics for the study of
complicated objects through more simple objects. Some examples are direct decomposition of
representations of groups (or modules), decomposition of root systems in a sum of irreducible
root systems, etc. These tools can be used in the study of unimodular systems of vectors, or
U -systems, which represent regular (or unimodular) matroids.
There are two simple operations defined on U -systems (and, in general, on matroids). The
first one is a deletion of one or more vectors. For this operation it is important to study maximal
U -systems that cannot be obtained by deletion from any other U -system. The second operation
is a contraction of one or more vectors (or a projection along one or more vectors) of a U -system.
Both these operations make, in a sense, the original U -system more simple.
One of the operations that makes a U -system more complicated is the well-known direct
sum of U -systems (or matroids). Unfortunately, the direct sum of maximal U -systems is not
maximal. In [1], Brylawski considered a more general ‘push-out’ construction or an amalgam
of matroids. In some cases, this operation preserves unimodularity. Brylawski conjectured
(see Research Problem 6.16 of [1]) that any U -system may be obtained using amalgams (and
deletions) from standard U -systems, namely, from graphic and cographic U -systems. This
was proved by Seymour [7], but the list of standard U -systems was enlarged by a special
U -system, the so called R10 (or E5, in our terms) system.
In this work, we refine assertions of Seymour [7] and apply them to maximal U -systems.
We define an amalgam of two U -systems and 0-, 1- and 2-sums as special cases of amalgams.
We show that a U -system has a k-decomposition if and only if it is a k-sum of U -systems,
k D 0; 1; 2. For k D 1; 2, our k-sums and k-decompositions differ slightly from .k C 1/-sums
and .k C 1/-decompositions of Seymour. We show that each connected U -system is the limit
of a diagram of 1-sums of U -systems having no 1-decompositions. Similarly, each U -system
having no 1-decompositions is the limit of a diagram of 2-sums of U -systems having no 1- and
2-decompositions. Such diagrams of 1- and 2-sums are trees and are determined uniquely by
the original U -system. We say that a maximal U -system is a block if it has no 1-decompositions.
A block having no 2-decomposition is called a component. We give the following complete
description of components: the root systems An which are equivalent to the set of columns
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of the incidence matrix of the complete oriented graph KnC1, cographic systems related to
non-planar 3-connected cubic graphs without separating cuts of cardinality 3, and a special
system E5 representing the matroid R10 from [7] which is of neither graphic nor cographic
type. Then we provide necessary and sufficient conditions for maximality of the amalgamated
U -systems in terms of trees of blocks and components.
As an example, we present all maximal U -systems of dimension less than or equal to 6
(there are exactly 11 such systems in dimension 6; maximal U -systems in dimensions 5 and
less were known earlier, see [3]).
There are two problems where the knowledge of maximal unimodular systems is impor-
tant. Danilov and Koshevoy [2] consider a class P.R/ of integral polytopes closed under the
Minkowski sum and such that each edge of a polytope P 2 P.R/ is parallel to a ray of a
given system of rays R. Let P.Z/ be the set of integer vectors in a polytope P . Obviously,
P1.Z/C P2.Z/  .P1 C P2/.Z/. It is proved in [2] that the equality holds for all P1; P2 2 P
if and only ifR is spanned by a unimodular system of vectors.
Let R be a set of vectors spanning Rn . The set R defines a family H.R/ of parallel
hyperplanes H.r; z/ D fx 2 Rn V xr D zg, z 2 Z. Let B  R be a basis for R. Then the set
of intersection points of hyperplanes of the familyH.B/ is a lattice L . Erdahl and Ryshkov [3]
prove that the set of intersection points of hyperplanes of the whole family H.R/ is a lattice
(which then coincides with L) if and only ifR is a unimodular system. In this case the family
H.R/ is called a lattice dicing. To classify all n-dimensional lattice dicings, we have to know
all maximal n-dimensional unimodular systems. The problem of classification of maximal
unimodular systems was stated first by Erdahl and Ryshkov in [3].
2. U -SYSTEMS
Let V be a finite-dimensional vector space (over the real field R), and R  V be a set of
vectors. Let RR and ZR denote sets of all linear combinations of vectors from R with real
and integer coefficients, respectively. The dimension of the space RR  V is said to be the
dimension ofR, dimR. Note that dimR is a submodular function on the set of all subsets of
R, i.e., for anyR1;R2  R, the following submodular inequality holds:
dimR1 C dimR2  dim.R1 \R2/C dim.R1 [R2/: (1)
This inequality follows from the fact that RR1\RR2  R.R1\R2/. Note that R.R1[R2/ D
RR1 C RR2.
A subset F  R is called flat (or, equivalently, is closed inR) if it is the set of all vectors of
R that lie in the space RF generated by F , i.e., F D R \RF . A k-flat is a flat of dimension
k. A flat R1 is called modular if the inequality (1) holds as equality for any other flat R2. If
R0  R and RR0 D RR, then R0 is called an extension of R. An extension is trivial if each
vector ofR0 −R is either zero vector, or colinear to a vector ofR.
A subsystem B  R is called generating if RB D RR.
DEFINITION. A system of vectors R is called unimodular (or a U -system) if, for any
generating subsystem B  R, the lattice ZB does not depend on B (in other words, RB D RR
implies ZB D ZR).
An equivalent definition is thatR  ZB for any generating subsystem B  R. Without loss
of generality, we can assume that V D RR. We denote byB a basis ofR and write down all the
vectors ofR as columns vectors in this basis. We obtain a matrix U .R/ D .In; A/, where n D
dimR, and A is a totally unimodular matrix, i.e., each minor of A is equal to 0 or1. Hence a
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study of unimodular systems is a study of totally unimodular matrices in an invariant way (about
totally unimodular matrices see, e.g., [6]). Once more, the invariant way is a study of regular
(= unimodular) matroids, which are represented by U -systems. Matrix representation of U -
systems shows that an n-dimensionalU -system has at most 3n vectors (it has, in fact, much less).
A U -systemR is called maximal if one cannot add a non-zero vector not colinear to vectors
ofR such that the new system is unimodular and spans the same space asR. In other words,
R is maximal if all its non-trivial unimodular extensions coincide with R. A k-flat is called
maximal if it is a maximal U -system of dimension k.
Since a U -system represents a regular matroid, the notion of a maximal regular matroid is
clear. Namely, a regular matroid M is maximal if for any regular matroid M 0, of the same
rank as M that contains M as a submatroid, any element of M 0 which is not an element of M
is either a loop or parallel to an element of M . The notion of a maximal matroid is useful in
the theory of matroids. For example, if M and its dual M are maximal in a class of matroids
F , then M is a splitter for F (see [7], Section 7). Proposition 7.1 of [7] can be reformlated
as follows. If N 2 F , N is maximal in F and N is a minor of M 2 F , then there is a set
Z  E.M/ such that the restriction of M onto Z is a subdivision of N .
A minimal by inclusion subsystem of linearly dependent vectors of a system R is called a
circuit. So, any subset of R that includes a basis and at least one additional vector contains a
circuit.
Let R be a U -system of m vectors represented by an n  m matrix U .R/ D .In; A/. Then
the matrix U .R/  .−AT ; Im−n/, where AT is the transpose of A, is totally unimodular and
therefore represents a U -system of m vectors. This U -system is called the dual of R and is
denoted by R. It is easy to verify that each row of the matrix U .R/ is orthogonal to each
row of the matrix U .R/. The notions of the dual system are dualized by the prefix ‘co’, for
example, a circuit, a basis ofR is a cocircuit, a cobasis ofR, respectively.
The following two operations can be applied to any U -system (and, more generally, to any
matroid): deletion and contraction. If R0 is a subset of a U -system R (obtained from R
by deletion of some vectors), then R0 is obviously a U -system as well. For matrices, this
means that we delete corresponding columns. This property emphasizes the necessity to study
the maximal U -systems of any given dimension. Thus our work is concerned with maximal
systems. Note that a maximal system contains the zero vector 0 and is symmetric (i.e., it
contains −r with each r 2 R). However, sometimes it is convenient to consider simple U -
systems, i.e., U -systems without the zero vector and with exactly one vector from each pair of
opposite vectors.
Contraction, or projection, is the second operation. Let B be a subsystem ofR, V 0 D V=RB
be the factor-space and  V V ! V 0 be the canonical projection. Call such a projection 
along RB feasible. It can be verified that the image .R/ D R0 of a feasible projection  is a
U -system in V 0. In fact, an arbitrary contraction may be obtained as a sequence of consecutive
one-element contractions. IfB  R is a basis, then, for matrices, the contraction of an element
of B means that we delete the corresponding (unit) column and row (and leave one column
from each set of equals columns). Obviously, contraction preserves total unimodularity of the
matrix. Deletions and contractions of vectors of R correspond to contractions and deletions
of vectors ofR, respectively.
The nature of the operations suggests that it may be useful to consider U -systems as a
category. Namely, if R and R0 are U -systems in V and V 0, respectively, then the linear map
f V V ! V 0 such that f .R/  R0 can be naturally considered as a morphism ofR toR0. In
particular, we obtain the notion of isomorphism of U -systems.
For example, it is not difficult to see that there is a unique (up to an isomorphism) maximal
one-dimensional U -system represented by the matrix .1; 0;−1/. Similarly, it is easy to see
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what the two-dimensional maximal U -systems are: they contain seven vectors, columns of the
following matrix: 
1 0 1 0 −1 0 −1
0 1 −1 0 1 −1 0

:
(A simple two-dimensional maximal U -system contains three vectors: e1, e2, and e1 − e2.)
In the next three subsections, we present examples of U -systems to be used in the sequel.
2.1. Graphic U-systems. The following important system An is a generalization of the
above two-dimensional U -system. An consists of n2CnC1 vectorsei , i D 1; : : : ; n (where
fei g is a basis of Rn), and ei−e j , i; j D 1; : : : ; n. It is not difficult to verify that An is maximal.
A simple U -system An contains n.nC1/2 vectors. Moreover, any U -system in R
n contains no
more than n2CnC1 vectors. Usually this fact is attributed to Heller [4], who proved it in 1957.
However, Erdahl and Ryshkov [3] recall the work [5] by Korkine and Zolotarev in 1877, where
this result was proved 80 years before.
Consider a simple system An . In the basis fei g, An is represented by the matrix .In; A/,
where the totally unimodular matrix A contains n.n−1/2 columns, and each column beside zeros
contains exactly one +1 and one−1. If we add to .In; A/ the .nC 1/th row containing−1s in
the first n entries and zeros in other entries, we obtain the incidence matrix C of an oriented
complete graph KnC1 on nC1 vertices. Any oriented graph G on nC1 vertices may be obtained
from a complete oriented graph KnC1 by deletion of some edges. The incidence matrix C.G/
of G is then obtained by deleting corresponding columns from C . Denote the corresponding
U -system R.G/. Such a U -system is called graphic. So, any symmetric graphic U -system
R.G/ of a graph G on n C 1 vertices is a symmetric subsystem of An .
2.2. Cographic U-systems. The dual system of a graphic U -system is called cographic.
There is a one-to-one correspondence between circuits of a simple graphic U -systemR.G/
and circuits of the corresponding graph G. There is another U -system R.G/ related to any
graph G such that there is a one-to-one correspondence between circuits of simple R.G/
and minimal cuts of G. A cut of a connected graph G is a subset K  E.G/ of edges of G
having end-vertices in distinct parts of a partition .V1; V2/ of the set V .G/ of vertices of G.
The cut K is called minimal if both the graphs G.V1/ and G.V2/ induced on V1 and V2 are
connected. The cut K is called separating if both the graphs G.V1/ and G.V2/ have edges. In
particular, vertices of valency 1 and 2 determine cuts of cardinality 1 and 2, respectively. Cuts
of cardinality 1 and 2 are represented in a cographic system by a zero vector and two colinear
vectors, respectively. Also, if G is not connected or has a cut-vertex, i.e., a vertex, deletion
of which disconnects G, thenR.G/ is not connected, i.e., it is direct sum of U -systems. We
shall see that direct sum of U -systems is never maximal. Hence, we will restrict our attention
to connected graphs G having no cut-vertex and all cuts of which have cardinality at least 3.
Such graphs are called 3-connected.
The deletion and the contraction of a vector of R.G/ correspond, respectively, to the
contraction and the deletion of the related edge of G. The contraction of an edge e is the
deletion of e with identifying of end-vertices of e.
Let R.G/ be represented in a basis by the matrix U .G/ D .In; A.G//. If G has m edges,
then the matrix A.G/ has m−n columns and n rows. The matrix U.G/ D .−AT .G/; Im−n/,
where AT .G/ is transpose of A.G/, represents the dual, cographic U -systemR.G/.
Note that dimension ofR.G/ is equal to number of rows of U.G/, i.e.,
dimR.G/ D m − n;
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where m is the number of edges and n C 1 is the number of vertices of G. So, to increase
the number m of vectors of R.G/, we have simultaneously to increase the number n C 1 of
vertices of G. In other words, we have to split a vertex of G.
2.3. The U-system E5. This U -system in R5 consists of 21 vectors. The corresponding
simple system of 10 vectors represents the matroid R10 of [7] and is represented by the
following totally unimodular matrix:0BBB@
1 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 1 −1
0 1 0 0 0 −1 1 0 0 1
0 0 1 0 0 1 −1 1 0 0
0 0 0 1 0 0 1 −1 1 0
0 0 0 0 1 0 0 1 −1 1
1CCCA :
Another, more symmetric representation is given by the 20 six-dimensional .1/-vectors each
with threeC1 entries and three−1 entries plus the zero vector. This representation shows that
the automorphism group of the corresponding matroid R10 is doubly transitive.
We denote the system by E5 since it can be obtained from the root system E6. One can take
a vector r0 2 E6 and project all r 2 E6 such that rr0 D 1 along r0. The obtained system of
vectors span the unique maximal system of 10 equiangular lines in R5.
It is worth noting the following two properties of E5. The first is that E5 contains no
subsystem isomorphic to A2. The second is that E5 is a one-element extension of the graphic
system R.K3;3/. Since the automorphism group of E5 is transitive, all proper subsystems of
E5 are graphic.
3. AMALGAMS
The category point of view suggests the case of such constructions as the direct product,
the direct sum, etc. Unfortunately, direct products do not exist in the category of U -systems.
However, direct sums do exist. If R1 and R2 are U -systems in V1 and V2, we can consider
the union ofR1 andR2 in V1  V2. It is easy to show that this system (denoted byR1 R2,
orR1 0 R2) is a U -system, and moreover, it is the direct sum in the category of U -systems.
However, this simple and important operation has very little interest for us, because the
direct sum of U -systems is never maximal. In fact, let r 2 R1, r 0 2 R2 be non-zero vectors.
Then we can add the vector r − r 0 to the system R1  R2 such that the enlarged system is
unimodular. (Justly this way A2 is obtained from A1A1.) The fact that the enlarged system
is unimodular can be verified directly or by using a general construction considered below.
It turns out that a generalization of direct sum notion (the so-called amalgamated sum, or
simply amalgam) is more useful. Recall the example, where we consider R1 R2 with the
added vector r − r 0. If we project along r − r 0, we obtain a new U -system R in the space
V D V1  V2=R.r − r 0/. The spaces V1 and V2 are subspaces of V (and R1 and R2 are
subsystems of R), but now they intersect along the line Rr D Rr 0. In other words, the U -
system R is represented as union or amalgam of R1 and R2 with an identification of r and
r 0 (and, of course, of −r and −r 0). In the above example, we take subsystems of R1 and R2
isomorphic to A1, and identify them.
There is a generalization of this construction (for details see [1]). LetR1 andR2 be systems
of vectors spanning V1 and V2. For i D 1; 2, let ’i V A! Ri be an inclusion. Let W12 be the
subspace of the direct sum V1V2 generated by vectors ’1.w/−’2.w/,w 2 A. We form the
amalgam V1 W V2 D V1  V2=W12, where W is a space isomorphic to either of the spaces
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R’1.A/  V1 and R’2.A/  V2. In other words, V1 W V2 is a sum of the spaces V1 and
V2, where R’1.A/ and R’2.A/ are identified.
DEFINITION. The amalgam R1 A R2 along A is the union R1 [R2 considered in the
amalgamated space V1 W V2.
The amalgam of unimodular systems always exists, but it is not necessarily unimodular. The
following Proposition 1 proved by Brylawski [1] gives a sufficient condition for unimodularity
of an amalgam.
PROPOSITION 1. The amalgam R1 A R2 of U-systems R1 and R2 is unimodular if A
is a modular flat inR1 orR2.
We sharpen this proposition for maximal U -systems as follows.
PROPOSITION 2. Let R D R1 A R2 be an amalgam of two U-systems such that A is a
modular flat inR1. IfR is maximal, thenR2 is also maximal.
PROOF. If R2 is not maximal, let R02 be a unimodular extension of R2. Then R0 D
R1 A R02 is a U -system that is an extension ofR, a contradiction. 2
Modular flats of U -systems are described by the following lemma.
LEMMA 1. Let A  R be a subsystem of a U-systemR.
(a) If A is maximal, then it is a modular flat.
(b) IfR is maximal and A is a modular flat, then A is maximal.
PROOF. (a) Obviously, A is a flat. Let A0 be another flat, and let W D RA \ RA0. We
prove that (1) holds as equality for R1 D A and R2 D A0. Since R(A [A0/ D RACRA0, it
is sufficient to prove that R.A \ A0/ D W . Let p V R ! RA be a feasible projection such
that p.A0/  RA0. Then p.A0/ generates W . Since p.R/ contains A, and A is maximal, we
have p.R/ D A and p.A0/  p.R/ D A  R. Since A0 is a flat, A0 D RA0 \R  p.A0/.
Hence p.A0/  A \A0 and A \A0 generates W , i.e., R.A \A0/ D W .
(b) This assertion is implied by Proposition 2, sinceR D RA A. 2
Fortunately, we do not need the general construction. The following special case when the
subsystem A is isomorphic to Ak is sufficient for our purposes. Since Ak is maximal, by
Lemma 1(a) it is a modular flat in any U -system that contains it.
DEFINITION. If A is isomorphic to Ak , then the amalgam R1 A R2 is called k-sum and
denoted asR1 k R2.
Note that for p; q  k, Ap k Aq  ApCq−k .
Proposition 2 implies the following corollary.
COROLLARY 1. If at least one of summands of a k-sum is not maximal, then the k-sum is
not maximal.
REMARK. For k D 1; 2, our definition of k-sums corresponds to but slightly differs from
the definition of .kC1/-sums of [7]. Seymour’s sums are defined on the symmetric difference
R11R2 ofR1 andR2, i.e., the identified set is deleted. Seymour’s k-sum, k D 1; 2; 3, of two
maximal (and simple) U -systems is never maximal (in particular, it can be extended by the
identified set).
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The matrix representations of amalgams are as follows (see Theorem 6.15 of [1]). Let U -
systems R1 of dimension p and R2 of dimension q be represented by matrices .Ip; A/ and
.Iq ; B/, respectively. ThenR1 0 R2 is represented by the matrix
.Ip; A/0 .Iq ; B/ D

Ip 0 A 0
0 Iq 0 B

:
Let A1 D feg. We can take matrix representations of R1 and R2 with bases containing e.
Then the definition of 1-sum implies
Ip−1 0 A
0 1 a

1

1 0 b
0 Iq−1 B

D
 Ip−1 0 0 A 0
0 1 0 a b
0 0 Iq−1 0 B
!
:
Similarly, let A2 D fe1; e2; e3 D e1 C e2g. We can take a matrix representations of R1 and
R2 with bases both containing e1 and e2. Then the definition of 2-sum implies Ip−2 0 0 0 A
0 1 0 1 a1
0 0 1 1 a2
!
2
 1 0 0 1 b1
0 1 0 1 b2
0 0 Iq−2 0 B
!
D
0B@
Ip−2 0 0 0 0 A 0
0 1 0 0 1 a1 b1
0 0 1 0 1 a2 b2
0 0 0 Iq−2 0 0 B
1CA :
Definition of a k-sum implies that for a dimension of the k-sum the following equality holds:
dim.R1 k R2/ D dimR1 C dimR2 − k: (2)
4. DECOMPOSITIONS
The representation of a U -system as an amalgam shows that there is a decomposition of a
U -system into more simple parts. For example, if R D R1 k R2, then the system R lies in
the union of two subspaces RR1 and RR2 intersecting along a k-dimensional subspace. It is
intuitively clear that ifR lies in the union of two proper subspaces V1 and V2, thenR may be
represented as an amalgam.
DEFINITION. We say thatR D R1[R2 is a k-decomposition of a systemR if the subspaces
V1 D RR1 and V2 D RR2 of the space V DRR are proper, the subspace W D V1 \ V2 has
dimension dim W D k andRi D R \ Vi .
Since V1 and V2 are proper subspaces, then dim V1, dim V2  k C 1. By the definition of an
amalgam,R is an amalgam ofR1 andR2 along A D R1 \R2 if A generates W .
REMARK. The notion of a k-decomposition of a U -system is closely related to the notion
of an exact .k C 1/-separation of corresponding matroid, defined in [7]. Namely, a partition
R1 [R2 D R,R1 \R2 D ;, is an exact .k C 1/-separation ofR if jR1j, jR2j  k C 1 and
dimR1 C dimR2 D dimRC k:
Recall that dimR is the dimension of the space spanned by R. Let Vi be the space spanned
by Ri , i D 1; 2, and W D V1 \ V2. Then the above equality shows that dimW D k. Hence a
k-decomposition of a U -system is equivalent to an exact .k C 1/-separation .R01;R02/, where
R0i D Ri −R00i , and .R001;R002/ is a partition ofR \W such that dimR0i DdimRi .
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A U -system is connected if it has no 0-decomposition. This notion of connectivity is
equivalent to another useful definition of connectivity. R is called connected if for any two
vectors ofR there is a circuit containing them (see any book on Matroid Theory).
In Propositions 3C k, k D 0; 1; 2, belowR D R1 [R2 and W D RR1 \ RR2.
PROPOSITION 3. If dim W D 0, thenR is the direct sum ofR1 andR2.
The proof is strightforward.
PROPOSITION 4. LetR be a maximal U-system, and dim W D 1, then
(a) A D R \W is isomorphic to A1;
(b) R is an amalgam ofR1 andR2 with identified A;
(c) Ri is maximal in Vi , i D 1; 2.
PROOF. Let p1 V V ! V2 be a feasible projection, identical on V2. Since R  V1 [ V2,
Kerp1  V1, and p1 can be considered as a feasible projection of V1 onto W . Similar
assertions are true for a feasible projection p2 V V ! V1. Since Ri generates Vi , the image
pi .Ri / generates W , i.e., pi .Ri / 6D 0. Since dimW =1, pi .Ri / D A1. Consider the U -
systems R02 D p1.R/ D R2 [ p1.R1/ and R01 D p2.R/ D R1 [ p2.R2/. Now p2.R02/ D
p2.R2/ [ p2.p1.R1// D p2.R2/ [ p1.R1/  p1.R1/  p1.R01/. Since p1.R1/ D A1
is maximal, we have here equalities, i.e., p2.R02/ D p1.R01/ D p1.R1/ D p2.R2/. Since
pi .Ri / is maximal, by Lemma 1, it is a modular flat both inR01 and inR02. Hence the amalgam
R011R02 along p1.R1/ D p2.R2/ is unimodular. Since it containsR andR is maximal, we
have R D R01 1 R02, R0i D Ri , i D 1; 2, and R1 \R2 D A is isomorphic to A1. Therefore
Ri are maximal by Corollary 1. 2
PROPOSITION 5. LetR be a maximal U-system, and dim W D 2. Suppose thatR has no
1-decomposition. Then
(a) A D R \W is isomorphic to A2;
(b) R is an amalgam ofR1 andR2 with identified A;
(c) Ri is maximal in Vi , i D 1; 2.
PROOF. R is connected, since it is maximal. If at least one of Ri , say R1, has a feasible
projection on W of cardinality  1, thenR1 spans a subspace of V1 intersecting with V2 by a
space of dimension 1. This contradicts the assumption thatR has no 1-decomposition and is
connected. So, each feasible projection of V1 (and V2) on W contains at least two vectors. We
claim that there is a feasible projection p1 V V1 ! W containing exactly three non-colinear
vectors.
Note that R1 is connected. Otherwise, R1 D R01 0 R001 and V1 D V 01 0 V 001 . We
obtain the following 1-decomposition of V onto V 01 and V 001 1 V2, a contradiction (R has
no 1-decomposition). Suppose that a feasible projection p.R1/ contains only two vectors.
Consider preimages e1 and e2 of these vectors. Since R1 is connected, there is a circuit C
containing them. Let e3 2 C and e3 6D e1; e2. Then C − fe3g is a linearly independent set.
We complement the set C − fe3g up to a basis B of R1. Consider the projection p1 of V1
on W along the space spanned by B − fe1; e2g. Then p1.C/ D p.fe1; e2; e3g/ and p1.ei /,
i D 1; 2; 3, are three distinct vectors, since e3 has non-zero coordinates in e1 and e2. So, there
is a feasible projection p1 V V1 ! W such that p1.R1/ D A2. Similarly, there is a feasible
projection p2 V V2 ! W such that p2.R2/ D A2. Reasoning as in the proof of Proposition 4
gives thatR1 \R2 D A2. Ri are maximal by Corollary 1. 2
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We conclude this section with a basic result on U -systems that was proved by Seymour [7].
We formulate it in the following convenient form.
SEYMOUR THEOREM. If a U-systemR is neither graphic, nor cographic, and is not isomor-
phic to E5, thenR has a 1- or 2-decomposition.
5. COMPONENTS
Let R be a maximal U -system. If R has a 1-decomposition, then by using Proposition 4,
one can represent R as a 1-sum of more simple maximal U -systems. For these U -systems,
one can verify whether or not they have a 1-decomposition. If there is a 1-decomposition,
it can be represented as a 1-sum. Finally, we obtain a decomposition of the original system
into blocks that are maximal and have no 1-decomposition. Now, using Proposition 5, we
decompose these blocks into 2-sums. This implies our main result (see below).
DEFINITION.
(1) A maximal U -system having no 1-decomposition is called a block.
(2) A maximal U -system having no 1- and 2-decompositions is called a component.
REMARK. We shall see that a cographic component can have a k-decomposition for k  3.
But, in the definition of a component we do not need to assume that a component has no
k-decomposition for k  3. The main reason is the lack of an analogue of Propositions 3C k
for k  3. Even if there is a k-decomposition for k  3 of a maximal U -system, the parts of
the decomposition can be non-maximal. Also, the intersection of the parts is not isomorphic
to Ak , and moreover it is not even a modular flat.
According to the Seymour Theorem, components are of the following three types.
5.1. The component E5. It is proved in [7] that E5 is a maximal U -system which has no 1-
and 2-decompositions.
5.2. Graphic components. In Section 2 we noted that An is maximal. It has no k-
decomposition for all k  0. In fact, suppose that An has a k-decomposition. Then the
basis fei g of An is partitioned into two parts. Let e1 and e2 belong to different parts. Then the
vector e1 − e2 lies in none of the subspaces V1 and V2, a contradiction.
5.3. Cographic components. Obviously, a cographic component should be maximal in the
class of cographic U -systems. Recall that to increase the number of vectors ofR.G/we have
to split a vertex of the graph G.
Now we define the operation of splitting of a vertex v of G. This operation is a converse to
the contraction of an edge of G. We partition the set Ev of edges incident to v into two disjoint
subsets E1v and E2v . We change v by two new vertices v1 and v2 connected by a new edge such
that the edges of Eiv are incident to vi , i D 1; 2. The new edge defines an extension ofR.G/.
Recall that for a cographic U -system R.G/, one can consider 3-connected graphs, i.e.,
connected graphs with no cut-vertex and cut of cardinality 2. Each vertex of a 3-connected
graph has a valency of at least 3. A graph is called cubic if the valency of each of its vertex
is 3.
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LEMMA 2. A U-system of cographic type R.G/ is maximal in the class of cographic
U-systems if and only if G is a 3-connected cubic graph.
PROOF. First, we show that the cographic U -system R.G/ is not maximal if the graph
G is not 3-connected, using the operation of splitting. We consider splittings determining
non-trivial extensions ofR.G/.
Let v be a cut-vertex of G. Then there is a splitting of v into v1 and v2 such that the new
edge .v1v2/ form a cut of cardinality one. The edge .v1v2/ provides a trivial extension of
R.G/. Deleting the edge .v1v2/, we partition G into disjoint subgraphs G1 and G2. This
partition defines a partition of the set Ev of edges incident to v in G into parts E1 and E2
such that Ei  E.Gi /. We take another partition Ev D E1v [ E2v such that the intersections
Eiv \ E.G j / 6D ; for all four pairs i j , 1  i; j  2. Then the new edge of this splitting defines
a non-trivial extension ofR.G/.
Similarly, let e1 and e2 be two edges of a cut of G of cardinality 2. We contract e1 into a
vertex v and then split v so that the new edge of this splitting does not form a cut of cardinality 2
with e2. Then the new edge defines a non-trivial extension ofR.G/.
Now, the valency of each vertex should be at least 3. If we split a vertex of valency 3, then
we obtain a vertex of valency 2 giving a cut of cardinality 2, i.e., we obtain a trivial extension.
Hence a vertex may be splitted if its valency is at least 4. If there is a vertex of valency at
least 4, then we can split it into vertices each of valency 3. Therefore R.G/ is maximal if
and only if G is a cubic 3-connected graph. 2
Note that if G is planar, then it defines the dual planar graph G as follows. When G is placed
on a plane, it partitions the plane into connected domains. The vertices of G correspond to the
domains, two vertices being adjacent if and only if the corresponding domains have a common
boundary edge. It is easy to see that there is a bijection between (intersecting) edges of G
and G such that each cut of G corresponds to a circuit of G. In other words, the U -systems
R.G/ and R.G/ are isomorphic. If G has at least five vertices, then G is not complete,
since it is planar and 4  dimR.G/ D dimR.G/. Hence we have
LEMMA 3. A cographic n-dimensional U-systemR.G/ is not maximal if G is planar and
n  4.
Let X be the set of vertices of a graph G and let K D .X1; X2/ be a separating cut of G. For
i D 1; 2, let E.Xi / be the (non-empty) set of edges of G with both ends in Xi . The deletion of
elements of R.G/ related to edges of E.X1/ corresponds to the contraction of these edges.
Denote by G.X1/ and G.X2/ the graphs obtained from G by contracting edges of E.X2/ and
E.X1/, respectively.
If the separating cut K has cardinality 3, then the partition of G into two graphs G.X1/ and
G.X2/ corresponds to a 2-decomposition of the U -systemR.G/ into subsystemsR.G.X1//
andR.G.X2//.
Conversely, consider two cubic graphs G1 and G2. We choose a vertex vi in the graph Gi ,
i D 1; 2, and form a graph G by identifying edges of the one-vertex cuts of v1 and v2. (Of
course, G depends on the identification of edges of the one-vertex cuts.) Obviously, G is a
cubic graph with a separating cut of cardinality 3. Since a cut of cardinality 3 in a graph is
isomorphic to A2, the U -systemR.G/ is an amalgam (or 2-sum) ofR.G1/ andR.G2/.
Let us see what is a k-decomposition of a cographic U -system R.G/ in terms of G. If
R.G/ has a 0-decomposition, i.e., it is disconnected, then G is either disconnected or has a
cut-vertex. We suppose that G is connected. Recall that there is a one-to-one correspondence
between projections of R.G/ along vectors and deletions of edges of G related to these
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vectors. Hence if R.G/ is connected but has a 1-decomposition, then G has an edge after
deletion of which G has a cut-vertex. For a cubic graph, this is equivalent to the assumption
that G has a cut of cardinality 2. Since such a cut is a circuit of R.G/ of cardinality 2,
the vectors related to edges of the cut are colinear and span a one-dimensional space. So if
R.G/ has no 1-decomposition, then G has no cut-vertex and cuts of cardinality 2, i.e., G is
3-connected.
Let R.G/ has no 1-decomposition. Then R.G/ has a 2-decomposition if and only if G
has a separating cut of cardinality 3. The vectors representing edges of such a cut form a circuit
of R.G/ isomorphic to A2. Hence the cut is a modular flat of R.G/. Call a 3-connected
graph strongly 3-connected if it has no separating cuts of cardinality 3. Note that K4 is a
unique strongly 3-connected cubic graph on four vertices. Also, R.K4/ is isomorphic to
R.K4/ and maximal in the classes of graphic, cographic and all U -systems. In other words,
R.K4/ D R.K4/=A3, similarly asR.K 3 / D R.K3/ DA2, are components, which are both
graphic and cographic.
LEMMA 4. A cographic system R.G/ is a component if and only if either G D K 3 ; K4,
or G is a strongly 3-connected non-planar cubic graph.
PROOF. LetR.G/ be a component, G 6D K 3 ; K4. Then by definition of a component and
by Lemmas 2 and 3, G is a strongly 3-connected non-planar cubic graph.
Conversely, let G be a strongly 3-connected non-planar cubic graph. ThenR.G/ has no 1-
and 2-decompositions. We show that the corresponding cographic systemR.G/ is maximal.
If not, let R0 be an extension of R.G/. Since R.G/ is maximal in the class of cographic
systems and G is non-planar, R0 is neither graphic, nor cographic. Obviously, R0 is not
isomorphic to E5, since all subsystems of E5 are graphic. Then by the Seymour Theorem,R0
has a 1- or 2-decomposition, and this decomposition generates a decomposition of R.G/, a
contradiction. 2
EXAMPLE. We give the following infinite family of cographic components. For an integer
k  1, we construct a cubic graph Qk as follows. Let vi , 1  i  2k, be consecutive vertices of
a circuit of length 2k. We obtain the graph Qk if, for 1  i  k, we connect the vertices vi and
viCk by an edge. Qk has 2k vertices and 3k edges. Hence dimR.Qk/ D 3k−2kC1 D kC1.
For example, Q1 D K 3 , Q2 D K4, Q3 D K3;3, and, for k  3, Qk is not planar. It is not
difficult to see that the only cuts of cardinality 3 are the one-vertex cuts, i.e., Qk is strongly
3-connected for all k  1. Hence, by Lemma 4, for k  1, R.Qk/ is a maximal U -
systems.
REMARK. A 2-sum of R.Gi /, 1  i  k, for k  3 summands along the same set K ,
which is a one-vertex cut of each Gi , is not cographic. Let k D 3. First, consider a subsum
of two cographic summands R.G1/ and R.G2/ along a one-vertex cut K . Then the set K
is a separating cut in G of R.G/ D R.G1/2 R.G2/. Note that R.K4/2 R.K4/ D
R.G0/, where G0 is a planar cubic graph on six vertices such that G0 D K5 − e. The
separating cut of G0 corresponds to the triangle of G0 not adjacent to e. Obviously, the
above graphs G1 and G2 contain K4 as a minor. Hence R.G/ D R.G1/ 2 R.G2/
contains R.K5 − e/ as a minor such that the triangle (not adjacent to e) corresponds to the
separating cut K of G. A cubic non-planar graph contains K3;3 as a minor. Hence the 2-sum
R.G/2R.G3/ contains the minorR.K5 − e/2R.K3;3/ which is neither graphic, nor
cographic. Note that the 2-sum R.G/2 R.G3/ is taken along the set K which is a cut of
different types in G and G3. So, if a 2-sum of two cographic U -systems is taken along a set
K that is a separating 3-cut of one graph and an arbitrary cut in another graph, we obtain, in
general, neither graphic nor cographic U -system.
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Also, note that if G is a cubic non-planar graph and n  4, the 2-sumR.G/2 An contains
R.K3;3/2 A4 as a minor. Hence the 2-sum is neither graphic, nor cographic.
5.4. We know all components. Recall that the Seymour Theorem implies that the above
examples of components give the complete list of all components.
THEOREM 1. Any component is isomorphic to either An for some n, or to E5, or to a
cographic U-systemR.G/ for a strongly 3-connected non-planar cubic graph G.
It is convenient to classify components with respect to their A-rank, which is equal to
dimension of a maximal subsystem of type Ar . According to A-rank, all components are
subdivided into three classes:
(1) A1 and E5, with A-rank 1;
(2) cographic componentsR.G/ for G 6D K4, with A-rank 2;
(3) graphic components An , n  3, with A-rank n  3.
Note that the components of the classes (2) and (3) have the following important property:
any element of such a component is contained in a subsystem of type A2. Moreover, for a
cographic component, any non-zero element is contained in exactly two subsystems of type
A2. This implies that the related graph G is uniquely determined by the cographic component
R.G/. To see that, take subystems of types A2 and A1 as vertices and edges of G, respectively.
In fact, Theorem 1 is the only proposition, where we use (and very heavily) the Seymour
Theorem. We hope that one can obtain an independent description of components. If it is
indeed possible, such a description would give another proof of the Seymour Theorem.
6. TREES OF U -SYSTEMS AND THEIR DECOMPOSITIONS
In the beginning of Section 5, we explained that every maximal U -system R is partitioned
into blocks (and, according to Proposition 4, it may be represented as a sequence of 1-sums of
blocks). Similarly, every block may be represented as a sequence of 2-sums of components.
Now, we have to determine which 2-sums of components give blocks, and which 1-sums of
blocks give maximal U -systems.
For us to study these problems, it is inconvenient to work with sequences of amalgams,
or 1- and 2-sums. Hence, we introduce a notion that describes the whole plan of gluing of
constituent parts, namely the notion of a tree (or a forest) of U -systems.
DEFINITION. The following data are called a forest of U-systems .T;R.//:
(a) an oriented forest (a graph without circuits) T with a set of vertices S which is partitioned
into disjoint parts: J (‘joining’ vertices) and C (‘capital’ vertices), and a set of arrows
. j; c/; the arrow . j; c/ goes from j 2 J into c 2 C ;
(b) a U -systemR.s/, for each s 2 S;
(c) a morphism of U -systemsR. j; c/ V R. j/! R.c/, for each arrow . j; c/.
Therefore, a forest of U -systems .T;R.// is a functor from T to the category of U -
systems. For a forest of U -systems, it is natural to define its (direct or inductive) limit
R.T / D lim−!.T;R.// in the category of U -systems. In these terms, an amalgam is the
limit of the diagram
R1  −A−!R2 :
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To assure the existence of the limit (see Section 3), we suppose that the U -system R. j/ is
maximal for each joining vertex j 2 J , and each gluing morphism R. j; c/ V R. j/ ! R.c/
is an embedding. If these conditions hold, the limit R.T / D lim−!.T;R.// exists and can be
explicitly defined by two ways. In one way, we construct an amalgam of the vector spaces
RR.c/, c 2 C , with identified subspaces RR. j/, j 2 J . Then the limit is simply the union
of all R.c/ in the amalgamated space. In another way, we construct the limit by induction.
Let c0 2 C be a pendant vertex of T . Let c0 be adjacent to j0 2 J , and let T 0 D T − c0.
ThenR.T / is the amalgamR.c0/R. j0/ R.T 0/ along the subsystemR. j0/ according to the
embeddingR. j0; c0/.
Both of these methods are useful: the first way shows that the result of the second does not
depend on the choice of a pendent vertex. The second way makes it obvious that the limit
systemR.T / is unimodular.
Since we are not interested in direct sums, we suppose that the forest T is connected (i.e.,
T is a tree) and thatR. j/ 6D ; for all j 2 J . It is clear that we shall take A1 and A2 asR. j/,
and components and blocks asR.c/.
Below we provide conditions for the limit of a tree of U -systems to be maximal. To clarify
the nature of decompositions of the limit in terms of the tree, we assume that trees satisfy some
natural and not very restrictive conditions.
DEFINITION. A tree of U -systems is called feasible if the following conditions hold:
(I) for each joining vertex j there are at least two arrows . j; c/;
(II) for each arrow . j; c/, the corresponding embedding R. j; c/ V R. j/! R.c/ is not an
isomorphism;
(III) if two distinct arrows . j1; c/ and . j2; c/ come into the same vertex c, then the images of
embeddingsR. j1; c/ andR. j2; c/ are distinct.
It is clear that the joining vertices of a feasible tree T relate to decompositions of the limit
U -systemR.T /.
Consider a feasible tree of U -systems. Take a joining vertex j 2 J , and let C j be the subset
of capital vertices adjacent to j . Call by splitting of j the following operation. Partition C j
into two disjoint non-empty parts C1j and C2j of cardinality q1 and q2.
If q1 D q2 D 1, then delete the vertex j with incident arrows.
If q1 D 1, q2 > 1 (or q1 > 1, q2 D 1), then delete the arrow . j; c/ such that fcg D C1j (or
fcg D C2j , respectively).
If q1; q2 > 1, then change the vertex j by two non-adjacent vertices j1 and j2 adjacent to
all c 2 C1j and c 2 C2j , respectively.
It is clear that the splitting determines both a decomposition of the tree T into two parts
T1 and T2 and a 1- or 2-decomposition of the limit U -system R.T / D lim−!.T;R.// into two
subsystems R1 and R2 intersecting by R. j/. The condition (I) implies that the trees T1 and
T2 are feasible. Proposition 6 below shows that the converse holds.
PROPOSITION 6.
(a) Let .T;R.// be a feasible tree of U-systems such that R. j/ D A1 for all j 2 J and
R.c/ have no 1-decomposition for all c 2 C. Then any 1-decomposition of the limit
U-systemR.T / is given by the splitting of a unique joining vertex j of the feasible tree.
(b) Let .T;R.// be a feasible tree of U-systems such that R. j/ D A2 for all j 2 J and
R.c/ have no 2-decomposition for all c 2 C. Then any 2-decomposition of the limit
U-systemR.T / is given by the splitting of a unique joining vertex j of the feasible tree.
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PROOF. Since the proofs of (a) and (b) are similar, we give a proof of (a). Let R.T / D
R1 [R2 be a 1-decomposition. Note that the intersectionR12 D R1 \R2 has dimension 1.
The condition (II) implies that the dimension of each capital U -system R.c/ is at least 2.
Since R.c/ has no 1-decomposition, it belongs only to one of parts R1 or R2. Hence the
set C is partioned into two disjoint parts. But a joining system R. j/ can lie in R12. The
equality dimR12 D 1 implies thatR12 contains the joining systemR. j/ only for one j . The
condition (III) determines uniquely the joining system R. j/. Now, the partition of arrows
. j; c/, i.e., the splitting of the vertex j , is determined uniquely. 2
7. STRUCTURE OF BLOCKS
Obviously, any component is a block. But there are also decomposable blocks, namely
2-decomposable blocks. It is clear that a decomposable block is represented as the limit of
a feasible tree of U -systems, where joining systems R. j/ are isomorphic to A2 and capital
systemsR.c/ are components of type Ak with k  3 and cographic systems (with A-rank 2).
(If a block is non-decomposable, then it is represented as a trivial tree consisting of one vertex.)
In fact, let R D R1 [R2 be a 2-decomposition of a block R. According to Proposition 5,
R D R1 AR2 such thatR1 andR2 are blocks and A D R1 \R2 D A2. By induction, the
blocksR1 andR2 are represented by feasible trees .T1;R1.// and .T2;R2.//.
Obviously, A, as a subsystem of R1, lies in some (maybe in several) components R.c1/,
c1 2 C1. If A lies in several components, then it lies in their intersection, i.e., in a joining U -
systemR. j1/, j1 2 J1, where j1 is determined uniquely by condition (III). Similar assertions
are true forR2.
Now it is clear how the trees T1 and T2 are connected in a feasible tree. We have to define
an operation that is a converse of the splitting of a joining vertex. Namely, we add new joining
vertices and arrows to the union of T1 and T2 as follows.
IfA lies only inR.c1/ andR.c2/, ci 2 Ci , i D 1; 2, then we add a new vertex j and arrows
. j; c1/ and . j; c2/.
If A lies in R.c1/ and R. j2/ (or in R. j1/ and R.c2/), then we add the arrow . j2; c1/ (or
. j1; c2/, respectively).
IfA lies inR. j1/ andR. j2/, then we identify the joining vertices j1 and j2 in a new vertex j .
It is easy to see that the obtained tree is feasible.
So, we obtain a (rather simple) assertion that any block is represented by a feasible tree of
components. By construction, it is clear that the tree is uniquely determined by the block.
It should be noted that the obtained feasible tree has a special property. To formulate this
important property, we note that if a block is decomposable (i.e., it is not a component), then
the components contained in it are distinct from E5, i.e., all these components have A-rank
 2. The above property may be formalized as follows:
(*) In any feasible tree of a block, the components of A-rank  3 cannot be neighbouring.
We call vertices c1 and c2 neighbouring if there are arrows . j; c1/ and . j; c2/ for the same
joining vertex j .
In fact, let two graphic components An and Ak be neighbouring, where n; k  3. Then the
2-sum An 2 Ak is not a maximal U -system, since it has AnCk−2 as an extension. Then, by
Corollary 1, the limit U -system is not maximal.
The condition (*) is necessary for the limit U -system to be maximal. The theorem below
shows that this condition is also sufficient.
THEOREM 2. Let .T;R.// be a feasible tree of U-systems such that the capital vertices
correspond to components of A-rank 2, andR. j/ D A2 for all j 2 J . Let the components of
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A-rank 3 not neighbour. Then the limit U-systemR D lim−!.T;R.// is a block. Conversely,
every block is uniquely represented by such a tree.
PROOF. It suffices to prove thatR is maximal. We proceed by induction on the number of
vertices of T . If the tree T consists of one vertex, then R is a component, and the proof is
obvious.
Now, we consider the case when T contains more that one vertex (or, equivalently, when
J 6D ;, or when R is decomposable). Suppose that R is not maximal, and R0  R is a
maximal extension of R. First, we prove that R0 is not a component, the more so as we have
the complete list of components.
./ Let R0 be a component. R0 is not graphic and not isomorphic to E5. Otherwise, R is
graphic, and therefore all its components R.c/ are graphic, too, and have A-rank  3. Since
J 6D ;, there are neighbouring components of A-rank  3. This is in contradiction to (*).
./ R0 is not cographic. In fact, let R0 D R.G 0/, where, according to Lemma 4, G 0
is a strongly 3-connected non-planar cubic graph. Then R is also cographic and has the
form R.G/, where G is obtained from G 0 by contracting some edges. Since R has a 2-
decomposition, the graph G has a separating minimal cut K of cardinality 3 (we noted this
fact in Section 5.3). But then K is a separating minimal cut of G 0, too. This contradicts the
fact that G 0 is strongly 3-connected.
.γ / Thus, R0 is not a component. Since R0 is maximal, it has a 1- or 2-decomposition
R0 D R01[R02. This decomposition generates a 1- or 2-decomposition ofR intoR1 D R\R01
andR2 D R\R02. But, by construction,R has no 1-decomposition. HenceR D R1 [R2 is
a 2-decomposition. At least one of the U -systems, R1 or R2, is not maximal. We saw above
that any 2-decomposition ofR is obtained by the splitting of a joining vertex j 2 J of the tree
T representingR. Hence, for i D 1; 2, the U -systemRi is also represented by a feasible tree
Ti , where the components of A-rank  3 are not neigboring. By induction, Ri is maximal.
This contradiction proves the theorem. 2
As an example, consider the sum An 2R2 Ak , whereR is a cographic component. The
sum is a block if and only if An and Ak are connected with the cographic component R by
distinct subsystems A2 ofR.
8. STRUCTURE OF MAXIMAL U -SYSTEMS
As an arbitrary block was constructed from components by 2-sums, an arbitrary maximal
U -system may be constructed from blocks by 1-sums. The first part of the previous section is
applicable to this case without significant changes (of course, we have to change components
by blocks and 2-sums by 1-sums). And similarly, as for blocks, the following analogue of the
property (*) is necessary (and, as we shall show, sufficient) for the limit system to be maximal:
(**) In any feasible tree of U-systems, where blocks are related to capital vertices, the blocks
of A-rank  2 cannot be neighbouring.
In other words, if vertices c and c0 of our feasible tree are neighboring, then one of blocks
R.c/ or/andR.c0/ should be isomorphic to E5. In fact, the following lemma holds.
LEMMA 5. Let R1 and R2 be blocks distinct from E5. Then the 1-sum R1 1 R2 is a
non-maximal U-system.
PROOF. We saw in the previous section that blocks distinct from E5 are obtained as 2-sums
of graphic and cographic components. Hence they have the following property: any element
belongs to a subsystem isomorphic to A2. Let the amalgam of R1 and R2 be taken along
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vectors r1 2 R1 and r2 2 R2, and let, for i D 1; 2, Ai  Ri be a subsystem containing
ri and isomorphic to A2. Using the equalityRi D Ri 2 Ai we can represent the amalgam
as the sumR12 .A11A2/2R2. The middle sumA11A2 D A21 A2 is not maximal,
since it has an extension isomorphic to A3. Hence the 1-sumR11R2 hasR12 A32R2
as an extension. 2
Note that if a block is distinct from E5, then it does not contain E5 as a subsystem. This fact
and the above lemma prove the theorem below.
THEOREM 3. Let .T;R.// be a feasible tree of U-systems such that the capital vertices
correspond to blocks and R. j/ D A1 for all j 2 J . Let the blocks of A-rank  2 are
not neighbouring. Then the limit U-system R.T / D lim−!.T;R.// is a maximal U-system.
Conversely, every maximal U-system is uniquely represented by such a tree.
PROOF. The proof of this theorem is parallel to that of Theorem 2. As in the proof of
Theorem 2, we can assume that T contains more than one vertex. So, by (**)R contains E5 as
a subsystem. If R is not maximal, then let R0 be its maximal extension. Since R0 6D E5, but
contains E5 as a subsystem, R0 is not a block, and therefore it has a 1-decomposition. Now,
as in the proof of Theorem 2, we obtain a contradiction, using induction. 2
As an example, consider the sum A2 1 E5 1 A2. The sum is a maximal U -system if and
only if both A2 are connected with the block E5 by distinct (non-colinear) vectors.
Proposition 6 and Theorems 2 and 3 give a complete description of maximal unimodular
systems. Namely, a maximal unimodular system is a ‘tree connection’ of components. A
description of the ‘tree connection’ is given in Proposition 6. The neighbouring conditions
mean that intersecting components (and intersecting blocks) should be maximally inserted in
each other.
9. MAXIMAL U -SYSTEMS OF SMALL DIMENSIONS
Now we describe maximal U -systems of dimension n  6. We give some matrix represen-
tations for n D 6. Matrix representations for n  5 can be found elsewhere.
Recall the family Qk , k  1, (introduced in Section 5.3) of graphs determining cographic
components. For simplicity sake, we denoteR.Qn−1/ DWn . Recall thatR.KnC1/ D An .
DIMENSION 1. There is only one system A1.
DIMENSION 2. There is only one system A2 D R.K3/ D R.Q1/ DW2, where Q1 D K 3
is planar and consists of three mutually parallel edges, and Q1 D K3 is a triangle.
DIMENSION 3. There is only one system A3 D R.K4/ D R.Q2/ DW3, where Q2 D K4
is planar and Q2 is isomorphic Q2.
DIMENSION 4. There are two maximal systems: A4 D R.K5/, containing 10 vectors, and
W4 D R.Q3/, containing nine vectors, where Q3 D K3;3 is non-planar.
DIMENSION 5. There are four maximal U -systems: A5 D R.K6/, containing 15 vectors,
E5, containing 10 vectors, and two cographic systems each containing 12 vectors: W5 D
R.Q4/, where Q4 is a unique strongly 3-connected cubic non-planar graph on eight vertices,
and A32 W4 D R.G/, where G is a non-planar cubic 3-connected graph with a separating
cut of cardinality 3.
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DIMENSION 6. There are 11 maximal U -systems. Let the matrix .In; A.R// represents a
unimodular system R of dimension n. Below we give 11 matrices A.R/ for the 11 maximal
unimodular systems of dimension 6.
The first one is, of course, the graphic system A6 D R.K7/, having 21 vectors.
A.A5/ D
0BBBB@
1 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
−1 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 −1 0 0 0 −1 0 0 0 1 1 1 0 0 0
0 0 −1 0 0 0 −1 0 0 −1 0 0 1 1 0
0 0 0 −1 0 0 0 −1 0 0 −1 0 −1 0 1
0 0 0 0 −1 0 0 0 −1 0 0 −1 0 −1 −1
1CCCCA :
There are eight cographic maximal U -systemsR.Gi /, 1  i  8, each containing 15 vec-
tors. Each Gi is a connected non-planar cubic graph on 10 vertices. The first four graphs
Gi , 1  i  4, are strongly 3-connected, and Q5 D G1 and the Petersen graph Pe D G2
are among them. Hence R.Gi /, 1  i  4, are components. The seven graphs Gi (except
G2 D Pe) have a Hamiltonian circuit, but the Petersen graph has a Hamiltonian path. Taking
the complement of a Hamiltonian path as a basis ofR.Gi /, we obtain a matrix representation
consisting only of zeros and ones. We abbreviate A.R.Gi // to A.Gi /.
It is easy to reconstruct a graph G by the matrix A.G/. In fact, take a path of nine edges.
Each row ri , 1  i  6, of A.G/ contains a set of consecutive ones, which corresponds to a
set Ei of consecutive edges of the path. Add to the path an edge ei such that ei and Ei form a
circuit. The nine edges of the path and the six edges ei form the graph G.
A.W6/ D A.Q5/ D A.G1/ D
0BBBBB@
1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1
1 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 0
0 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 0
0 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 0
0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 0
0 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1
1CCCCCA
A.Pe/ D A.G2/ D
0BBBBB@
1 1 1 1 0 0 0 0 0
1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 0
0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1
0 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 0
0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 0
0 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 1
1CCCCCA
A.G3/ D
0BBBBB@
1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1
1 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 0
0 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 0
0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0
0 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 0
0 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1
1CCCCCA
A.G4/ D
0BBBBB@
1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1
1 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 0
0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 0
0 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 0
0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1
0 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 0
1CCCCCA :
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The other four maximal cographic systems correspond to graphs Gi , 5  i  8, with
separating cuts of cardinality 3:
R.G5/ D A3 2 W4 2 A3 DW3 2 W4 2 W3,
R.G6/ D A3 2 W4 2 A3 DW3 2 W4 2 W3,
R.G7/ DW4 2 W4,
R.G8/ D A3 2 W5 DW3 2 W5.
The 2-sums of W4 D R.K3;3/with two A3 D R.K4/ are taken by one-vertex cuts of K3;3
that correspond to adjacent and non-adjacent vertices of K3;3 in G5 and G6, respectively. In
other words, the joining systems intersect inR.G5/ and do not intersect inR.G6/. Since the
graphic components are not neighbouring, the U -systemsR.G5/ andR.G6/ are maximal.
For these two cographic systems we give additionally matrices giving explicit representations
as sums.
There is once more connected cubic non-planar graph G 0 on 10 vertices such thatR.G 0/ D
.A3 2 A3/2 W4. But this U -system is not maximal, since the two graphic components A3
are neighbouring.
A.G5/ D
0BBBBB@
1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1
1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 0
0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 0
0 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1
0 0 0 0 0 1 1 0 0
1CCCCCA D
0BBBBB@
1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
1 1 1 1 0 1 0 0 0
0 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 0
0 0 0 1 1 1 0 0 0
0 0 0 1 1 0 1 1 1
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 1
1CCCCCA
A.G6/ D
0BBBBB@
1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1
1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 0
0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 0
0 0 0 0 1 1 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 1
1CCCCCA D
0BBBBB@
1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
1 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 0
0 1 1 1 0 1 0 0 0
0 0 0 1 1 0 1 1 0
0 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 1
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 1
1CCCCCA
A.G7/ D
0BBBBB@
1 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 1 1 1 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 0
1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1
0 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 1
1CCCCCA
A.G8/ D
0BBBBB@
1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 0
1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1
0 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 0
0 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 0
0 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 1
1CCCCCA :
There are two more maximal U -systems of dimension 6: A2 1 E5, having 12 vectors, and
R16 DA42 W4, having 16 vectors, which are neither graphic nor cographic. R16 is mentioned
for the first time in [1, pp. 36–37]. Note that R16 is a unique maximal extension of Seymour’s
matroid R12 from [7]. This extension is taken by an element of A4 and the common 3-circuit A2
of A4 and W4 along which the 2-sum is taken. Since A32 A3 D R..K5−e// D R.K5−e/,
the U -system R16 is a unique one-element extension of R.G 0/ D A3 2 W42 A3, where
the two sums are taken along the same system A2 which is a one-vertex cut in each graph, i.e.,
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both A3 are neighbouring.
A.A2 1 E5/ D
0BBBBB@
1 0 0 0 0 0
1 1 0 0 1 −1
0 −1 1 0 0 1
0 1 −1 1 0 0
0 0 1 −1 1 0
0 0 0 0 −1 1
1CCCCCA
A.R16/ D A.A4 2 W4/ D
0BBBBB@
0 1 0 −1 1 0 0 0 0 0
1 0 −1 0 −1 0 0 0 0 0
1 1 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1
0 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 1
1CCCCCA :
In total, we have 11 non-isomorphic maximal U -systems of dimension 6. Among them,
the graphic system has 21 vectors, and the others have 16 vectors. This implies that if a
six-dimensional U -system has more than 16 vectors, then it is graphic.
So we come to a curious corollary: if a U -system contains sufficiently many (with respect
to its dimension) vectors, then it is graphic. The exact assertion is as follows:
(*) If a unimodular vector systemR of dimension n  4 has m > m.n/  7C n2−3n2 vectors,
thenR is graphic.
In fact, we know that the number of vectors m D n.nC1/2 of the maximal graphic system An is a
quadratic function on n. Similarly, the number of vectors m D 3.n−1/ of a maximal cographic
systemR.G/ of dimension n is a linear function on n. The cardinality of E5 equals 10. Hence,
for us to prove (*), we have to show that any maximal non-graphic system of dimension n has
not more than 7C n2−3n2 vectors. It is sufficient to consider non-graphical systems minimally
different from graphic systems. Such systems of dimension n are E5 1 An−4 for n  6,
W5 2 An−3 for n  6 and W4 2 An−2 for n  5 . The numbers of their vectors are
m1 D 15C n2−7n2 , m2 D 12C n
2−5n
2 and m3 D m.n/ D 7C n
2−3n
2 , respectively. For n  6,
m.n/ D m3 > m2 > m1. For n D 5 and n D 4, m.5/ D m3 D m2 D 12, and m.4/ D 9 are
the numbers of elements of maximal five- and four-dimensional cographic systems. Therefore
we obtain (*).
For example, as we saw, a five-dimensional system with more than 12 vectors, a six-
dimensional system with more than 16 vectors, a seven-dimensional system with more than
21 vectors, eight-dimensional system with more than 27 vectors, and so on are graphic. This
can be considered as a generalization of the result of Korkin and Zolotarev (more known as
a result of Heller) that an n-dimensional system with n.nC1/2 vectors is graphic (since it is
isomorphic to An).
We note that the same method can be used for construction of maximal seven-dimensional
U -systems. But it is a huge work to enumerate all cubic graphs on 12 vertices for us to obtain
maximal cographic U -systems of dimension 7. Besides, for dimensions n  7, there are
distinct amalgamsR1Ai R2, i D 1; 2 for the sameR1,R2 and Ai depending on embeddings
Ai intoR1 andR2.
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